In this paper, we analyze the errors of NP attachments that occur when they combine with NP's ending in possessor clitic. We suggest a simple pattern based detection and correction solution. We illustrate the errors with examples from Penn Treebank.
Introduction
With the help of the annotated corpora of different size and nature, statistical NLP research has come a long way over the past three decades. Part-of-speech tagged Brown corpus [1] , syntactically annotated Penn-Treebank [2] and sentence aligned Europarl corpus [3] are arguably the most-cited corpora in their respective subfields of statistical NLP research. Creating and maintaining such huge corpora need a lot of manual and semi-manual effort. The annotation errors may have a negative influence on the performance of the corpus-based research.
To overcome this problem, several error detection and/or correction algorithms are proposed [4] . Early works concentrate on the detection of errors in the POS-annotation [5] , and they were followed by the works focused on the detection of errors in the syntactic structure [6] . Not only the users of the corpora, but also the maintainers of the corpora are also interested in detecting annotation errors. For example, Linguistic Data Consortium uses Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG) to check treebank consistency, which is applied on Arabic and English treebank [7] .
In this paper, we focus on the attachment errors that occur when NP attachments are combined with the possessor clitic. We give examples and statistics from the Penn Treebank. We propose a simple correction algorithm based on the specific pattern of the error.
This paper is organized as follows: We give the related work on annotation error detection/correction in Section 2. After reviewing very briefly the attachment errors in Section 3, we will discuss the relationship between NP and PP, and show how this relationship can cause errors in the annotation. We illustrate the errors with example trees from Penn Treebank in Section 5 and illustrate its implications for tree based translation. We describe an error correction algorithm in Section 6. Finally, we conclude in Section 7.
2 Related Work [8] is one of the earliest works in the annotation error detection. They divide corpus errors into three; (i) detectable errors which can be automatically detected and fixed, (ii) fixable errors which require human intervention at some point in the correction process, and (iii) other cases, where the markup guidelines do not give any hint to the annotators and leave them to their own intuitions.
In general, annotation error literature can be divided into two; error detection approaches and error correction approaches. [9, 10, 5] detect errors in the POS annotation; [11] [12] [13] [14] 7] detect errors in the constituent structure; [6, 15] detect errors in the dependency structure in the treebanks. On the other hand, [9, 16] can correct POS annotation errors; [4] can correct errors in the constituent structure.
Attachment errors
Attachment ambiguity is a source of error for automatic constituent parsers that rely on structural information. A common example is the sentence "I saw the man with a telescope". The PP "with the telescope" can attach either under the NP "the man with a telescope" or under VP "saw the man with the telescope". Obviously, a bit of world knowledge often resolves the ambiguity. When we replace "telescope" with "suitcase", it is clear where the attachment goes.
NP and PP
Consider the sentence "I read John's book of quotations." The Berkeley parser [17] gives the parse tree given in Figure 1 . The PP "of quotations" clearly qualifies the book that happens to belong to John. Now consider the alternative parse in Figure 2 .
Again, "of quotations" qualifies the the book. But this time, parse tree attaches "book" with the PP first, before attaching the resulting NP subtree to "John's". The difference between the two cases seems minor. Indeed, in both cases, John has a book and the book has lots of quotations in it.
Let us slightly change the sentence while trying to keep the same semantics. "I read the book of quotations of John." So, we got rid of the possessive clitic and tried to express the sentence with a uniform use of "of"s. But this introduces a genuine ambiguity. Does John have a book that has quotations by many famous people? Or is this a book that contains John's sayings exclusively? Interestingly, both Berkeley and Stanford parsers [18] think the latter interpretation is more likely, although they slightly disagree on whether to use VP→VBP NP or VP→VBP NP PP. The Berkeley parse for this reading of the sentence is given in Figure  3 . Thus, there are two opposing tendencies in the parsers for NPs expressing possession. When the possession is expressed with a clitic "'s", the parser tries to attach the next noun under the running NP. When "of" is used, the parser tries to group what comes after "of" into a NP first.
Penn Treebank
In this section, we focus on the case that has clitic. The incorrect constituent structure has a three layer template given in Figure 4 . A,B and C are nouns and d is a preposition.
In order to see the frequency of the incorrect attachment in manual annotation, we searched for the incorrect template in Figure 4 among the 43908 sentences in the Penn Treebank. 614 of those fit the incorrect template. That is 1.4%, fairly high as the attachment errors go. 
Implications for translation
We noticed this NP attachment ambiguity when we were building a parallel treebank between Turkish and English [19] . In constructing the parallel corpus, we used a subset of trees in the Penn Treebank and translated them into Turkish using a sequence of only two operations. One operation permutes the children of a node and the other replaces a leaf with a stem or a morpheme. Given the regularity of constituent order in English sentences and the regularity morphotactics of Turkish, it is possible to translate many sentences between the two languages using only the permute and replace operations.
An example translation is given in Figure 5 . When we translate English trees to Turkish using only permutation and replacement, both the clitic "'s" and the preposition "of" is replaced with -GEN morpheme. -POSS morpheme is added to the possessed NP. Thus, food example, we have (1) kapı-nın kol-u door-GEN handle-POSS handle of door
The trees for this pair are given in Figure 6 . For an error prone example, consider the following NP subtree taken from the parse of the sentence "With less capital coming in, China's balance of payments will suffer". Semantically, "of payments" qualifies the "balance" as there is no entity "China's balance" that can stand on its own. However, in the parse tree, the annotators preferred an early attachment and created this entity. For correct literal translation of this NP to Turkish we have, (2) Ç in-inödemeler-i-nin denge-si China-GEN payments-POSS-GEN balance-POSS When we replace the functional words the English tree with their Turkish morphemes only, we obtain the following tree. Clearly, there is no way this tree can be permuted to read (3) China-GEN payments-POSS-GEN balance-POSS If the original tree had the correct attachment, however, it could be easily permuted to the tree in Figure 7 with the correct order. We give two more examples of NP phrases from the Penn Treebank with their correct literal Turkish translations. These translations can not be obtained from the English tree through permutation and replacement. Note that PPs in these examples contain prepositions "at" and "for". 
Remedy
We can detect with a template the particular class of attachment errors we analyzed in this work. In order to correct the relevant subtree, we need to identify and move parts of it. The general incorrect pattern is given in Figure 8 . Here, T1 and T2 denote nodes possibly with their own subtrees. A, B and C are terminal symbols. In order to correct the attachment error, the constituents T1, T2, A, B and C must be moved around such that now the tree has the structure in Figure 9 . Comparing the Figures 8 and 9 , we see that the correction changes the counts of rules that contain NP on the left hand side. It increases the counts of NP→NP NP and NP→NN and decrease the count of NP→NP NN. We observed that this creates a tendency to introduce spurious NP hierarchies.
Experiment
To see the effect of these attachment errors on the parser performance, we trained the Stanford parser with the original and corrected data from WSJ section of the Penn Treebank. When we use original data for both training and test, we get an F score of 85.53. When we correct the attachment errors in both the training and test data, the F score becomes 85.4.
Interestingly, even though we corrected the attachment errors in the training treebank, the parser still consistently makes the attachment error in the test set. This is probably due to the tendency of the parser to attach NN subtree as a child to the preceding NP rather constructing a new NP above NN. The changing counts after the correction do not seem to be enough to reverse this tendency.
Conclusion
Phrase attachment ambiguities are sources of parse errors as well as funny newspaper clippings. In many cases, the ambiguity can be resolved using contextual and lexical constraints. In other cases, the errors are regular and follow a pattern.
In this work, we analyzed a particular class of noun phrase attachment errors. We found that this error occurs in about 1.4% of the sentences in the Penn Treebank. We showed an implication of the error for tree based translation. Finally, we suggested a template to detect the error in the Treebank and a simple rearrangement to put the constituents in their proper places. The score with the correct data is slightly lower.
